
TOPIC :: The Mayan Calendar and Living in Harmony
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I.   Introduction - Living in Harmony
We have entered the Fifth World and we are in the Ninth Wave of Creation, having ascended to this point October 2011 after billions of years of evolution of consciousness on planet Earth and in the Universe. The Hopi, by the way, say we create the world.  The Mayan people say we co-create the world through conscious  co-creation.    

This concept became apparent to me in my early youth, as I followed  the front end developments of science (I read Scientific American at  age 15.) It was obvious to me they were actually creating the world  as they created new concepts. Later, in graduate studies at Texas A&M  University, I participated in front-end creation of the world -- the  scientific mathematical world of white man.   

 My real world, however, the world where I'm full participant and  co-creator every moment, is the natural world, the world of great spirit,  the wilds and waters. Where my inner voice shuts off and I experience in one, in Unity. Turn off that internal dialogue, turn off that incessant internal clock.  Exist.  Purity.  Exist in time / out of time with the animals.  Everything will come to you when you do this.

  Living in Harmony :: 
    * Plant something, grow something, feel the Earth with your fingers and toes.  Birth some animals. 
    * Turn off your internal dialogue.  Turn off your internal clock. Get outside of time. (It makes you younger, because you don't age when you're outside of time.) I go into this state when I play music, and I look 20yrs younger than my actual Earth age. 
    * How do you turn off your internal dialogue?  Be still.  Listen.  Turn off your internal clock and voice.  Experience the moment. 

    * Control your dreams - learn to be aware during dreaming.  You run a pilot or supervisory consciousness while you're dreaming.  Wake yourself up IN the dream, and continue dreaming.  If you have a recurrent dream, you can prime yourself before sleep "I'm going to wake up when I get to this point in the dream".   You'll find you can, with practice. 

          When you can wake yourself up in your dream, you'll find your conscious mind working too.  You can wake yourself up, or allow the dream to continue.  Try both.  Then learn how to fly in your dreams.  
          Prime yourself ahead of time, and use your supervisory (autopilot) to tell yourself commands.  "Fly"  "continue dreaming"  "wake up!"  "Take flight"  

         Once you have mastered these things in your dreams, you can learn to fly and wake up and keep dreaming, in the conscious plane. 

    * White man calls practitioners of these arts, shaman.  Also medicine men, chiefs, and chieftains.   What they really are is leaders.  Leaders of the people.  They have great spiritual powers, and as such often are healers as well, just like the Manik or Deer-Hand in the Mayan calendar day-glyphs. 

    * Mastering flying, the practitioner moves on to occupying a bird's frame, such as an eagle or crow.  You can move into a rabbit or dog if you prefer.  The practitioner experiences as the crow, seeing the fields below as the crow flies, making caw sounds, stretching his wings. The practitioner returns to his own frame in time. 

     * Shamans or practitioners then can move to the moon, to other locations in the solar system, and even beyond. White man calls this time / space travel. Continuing, the practitioners of this highly developed art can relocate rocks, stones, and objects. They can shape them. And we have the Inka stone works, the building-sized stones moved hundreds of miles from their quarry points and joined so perfectly they stand today, and a piece of paper can't be inserted between the irregular shaped blocks. (No mortar or sealant was used.)  So we see the great Inka water transport system, the most magnificent by far in the world still today, and cities like Machu Picchu, could have been built with this art, this "technology", as white man would call it.


II.  Background    
   A.  the Tadpole story - circle of life and non-linearity of time
   B.  the Obvious staring everyone in the face - the salient points of jade helm and the banker syndicate
   C.  you are another me, I am another you - a lot like bees              Everyone blinks together in a room (except the hungover party girl or guy with the flu, they're out of sync)              All women menstruate together when living together.  They used to cycle with the moon over the whole planet.              Completing sentences with your best friend, knowing someone is calling you, knowing results of things
   D.  Dr Carl Calleman and Mayan priests - 6,000,000 Maya still speak Mayan language in Yucatan and Mexico             Carl correlated the Waves of Creation or Underworlds with the evolution of consciousness             He verified his findings with Mayan priests


III.  Meaning in the Mayan World - the Mayan Tzolkin Calendar and Nine Worlds 
   A.  the Tzolkin calendar measures evolution of consciousness in the Universe

   B.  the Nine Levels, or Nine Worlds, or Nine Waves of Creation - pyramids and calendar

   C.  the nonsensical Gregorian calendar - and why it keeps you down   
         Months are misnamed;  the months are 30days in length and do not follow nature in lunar cycles  
         Contrary to nature and natural rhythms - witness "daylight saving time" (breaking the Circadian rhythms)     
        13 moons == 13 X 28 days == 364 days  e.g. a perfect fit with one extra day per year

   D.  13 day cycle - numbered 1 thru 13.  13, the lucky number and end of the cycle          juxtaposed against 20 Tones (also days), Imix (Crocagator) thru Ahau (Sun)          these two cycles run one period in 260days and indicate the sacred energy of each day           260days is the human gestation period and also 2 - 260day cycles marks 3 eclipses

        The 'key' to Mayan time is the sacred cycle of 260 days, the Tzolkin.  This cycle is a combination of 20-daysigns with a numbered day from 1 to 13. So 13 and 20 are the critical numbers of the Tzolkin.  260 is a key number which refers to processes in the heavens as well as on earth.  For example, the Maya say that it corresponds to the cycle of human gestation - that's a biological reference.  It also corresponds to the time between the planting and harvesting of corn at certain elevations in the highlands - that's agricultural.  It also times religious shrine ceremonies in the hills around Mayan villages.

      Its celestial astronomical uses are multifold.  It is used to track the phases of the moon.  Also, 2 cycles of 260 days equal 520 days and this equals 3 eclipses.  So the Maya predict eclipses by using the Tzolkin in this very simple way.  Likewise, it tracks Venus, and the time between the eveningstar appearance of Venus and its appearance as morningstar is 258 days, and Venus’ rotation around the Sun is 260 days.  


   E.  the days and Tones have meanings, for example     
          1 - Unity    8 - Solidarity   13 - Ascension       
          Imix - Crocagator, primeval Earth force   
          Manik - Deer, Hand (peaceful, graceful, helper, healer)       
          Ahau - Sun, God


   F.  the Maya numeral system is a vigesimal (base- twenty) positional numeral system       
         Western developed world is on base 10, decimal, and older generations still remember base 12 (clock dials)     
         Computer programmers use base 2 (binary), base 8 (octal), and base 16 (hexadecimal)  
         the Maya "invented" (realized) zero, the first human civilization to use zero.  Libraries, advanced civilization. 
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Days 1 - 13

One, Uno, Jun (pronounced Yoon)      Source, Beginning, Unity, Firm, Resolute, Oneness, Whole

Two, Dos, Keb’ (pronounced Kabe)     Polarity, Duality, Balance, Choices, Understanding

Three: Tres: Oxib’ (Osh’ eeb)                Rhythm, Movement, Action, Integrate, Trinity

Four, Cuatro, Kajib’ ( Kah’ heeb)          Stability, Complete, Cube, Order, Measure

Five, Cinco, Job’ ( Hobe)                        Empower, Center of the Cube, Fingers and Toes

Six, Seis, Waqib’ ( Wah’keeb)               Flow, Time/Space, Ultimate stability

Seven, Siete, Wuqub’ ( Woo’koob)       Reflective, See both backward and forward

Eight, Ocho, Wajxaqib’ (Wash’a keeb) Balance, Justice, Harmony

Nine, Nuevo, B’elejeb’ (Bay’ lay heeb) Great Cycles, Patience, Life Number

Ten, Dias, Lajuj (Lah’ hooh)                  Manifestation, Complete, Cooperation

Eleven, Once, Ju’lajuj (Yoo’lah hoo)    Dissonance, Resolution, Power

Twelve, Doce, Kab’lajuj (Kob’ lah hoo) Understanding, Accumulation, Totality

Thirteen, Trece, Oxlajuj (Osh’ lah hoo) Completion, Ascension


The 20 Day-signs - determining each day's energy

Yucatec Maya    English Meaning    People Born on this Day are:Imix                    Alligator          Energetic, creative and initiating.Ik                       Wind               Communicative, mental and agile.Akbal                 Night, House    Powerful, logical and organized.Kan                   Seed, Lizard     Active, dynamic and sexual.Chicchan           Serpent            Strong-willed, extremist and charismatic.Cimi                  Rebirth, Death   Security conscious, materialist and helpful.Manik               Deer, Hand        Peaceful, generous and healer.Lamat               Rabbit, Star      Energetic, busy, playful and nervous.Muluc               Water              Emotional, imaginative and romantic.Oc                    Dog                Cooperative, loyal and helpful.Chuen              Monkey           Artistic, clever with multiple abilities.Eb                   The Road         Relaxed, courteous, careful and useful.Ben                  Reed              Popular, knowledgeable and home-centered.Ix                    Jaguar             Secretive, magical and intelligent.Men                Eagle               Independent, ambitious and escapist.Cib                 Vulture             Serious, wise, deep and pragmatic.Caban             Earth              Rationalizing, clever and practical.Edznab           Flint                Distinguishes between right and wrong.Cauac             Rainstorm       Curious, forever young, always learning.Ahau              Light, Lord       Loving, artistic, romantic dreamers.

We are now in the Fifth World.  The Four Worlds are four different frames of consciousness generated by dividing the Great Cycle into four equal segments of 468.000 kin. The beginning dates of those are thus:

World               Beginning Date    Modern Notation
First                 6/17/3115 BC    0.0.0.0.0
Second            10/20/1834 BC     3.5.0.0.0
Third                2/21/552 BC    6.10.0.0.0
Fourth              6/26 AD 730    9.15.0.0.0
End of Fourth   10/28 AD 2011    13.0.0.0.0


The Mayan Calendar is based on cycles of days (kin). These cycles are mostly based on cycles of twenty.
Term    Spiritual Time / Duration    Physical TimeKin    1 day   
Uinal    20 x kin = 20 days   
Tun    18 x uinal = 360 days    0.99  years
Katun    20 x tun = 7,200 days    19.71 years
Baktun    20 x katun = 144,000 days    394.25  years
Pictun    20 x baktun = 2,880,000 days    7,900 years
Kalabtun    20 x pictun = 57,600,000 days    158,000 years
Kinchiltun    20 x kalabtun = 1,152,000,000 days    3.15 million years
Alautun    20 x  kinchiltun = 23,040,000,000 days    63.1 million years
Hablatun    20 x alautun = 460,800,000,000 days    1.26 billion  years

